. Since this phenomenon was mainly studied within the context of quantum field theory it became considered as typical for infinite quantum systems. We shall study it in this paper in the context of general dynamical systems and we will realize that the mechanism of symmetry breaking can be found also in some finite systems. For in Section 3 we shall derive the main theorem which states when for such a structure spontaneous symmetry breaking can occur. Our results are not limited to vacuum or equilibrium states but we need some properties of the time evolution of the algebra invariant under the symmetry. This will shed some light on the question why the infinite spin chain and the fermionic chain behave so differently in this respect though for finite chains they are isomorphic. Finally we shall illustrate the power of this theorem by applying it to the rotation algebra.
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
A dynamical system (,,4, 7) consists of a C*-algebra ,,4 (the "observables") and a one parameter group t of automorphisms of A, t E R or Z (the "time evolution"). Finally we have to consider the spectral properties of Y* U. We consider quasifree states. There U is a quasifree-evolution of the CCR algebra built by creation and annihilation operators of the algebra and its commutant whose spectrum is absolutely continuous. V corresponds to a perturbation on the one particle level by an operator of finite rank which thus can only change the pure point spectrum and not the absolutely continuous spectrum. This guarantees that for all extremally invariant states the system is clustering and otherwise the evolution is weakly asymptotically abelian.
